
 

 

CEEPUS mobility to Hungary in the winter semester of the academic year 2021/2022 
 

What exchange types are there? 

Physical: physical mobility always has priority, if necessary, mobilities can be postponed until 31 
August 2022. 

 Please always check the latest regulations for incoming CEEPUS scholarship holders and 
consult your host institution if they can host you in the tendered period for physical mobility. 

Virtual: If physical mobility is not possible due to entry or institutional regulations, the exchange can 
be implemented in virtual form in the winter semester of 2021/2022. In the case of virtual exchange, 
the scholarship holder can implement the professional program detailed in the application without 
physical mobility, that is, without travelling to the host country. For the virtual period the scholarship 
holder is entitled for a reduced amount of the physical grant. It is subject to the prior declaration of 
the host institution that the professional program can be completed in virtual form. 

 Please consult your host institution if they can host you in the tendered period for virtual 
mobility. 

Hybrid: in the case of hybrid (blended) mobility, the mobility can be implemented partly in physical 
form and partly in virtual form. (e.g. the mobility can be started in virtual form and then if the 
conditions allow it can be continued in physical form or vice versa). 

 Please consult your host institution if they can host you in the tendered period for hybrid 
mobility, taking into account entry and institutional regulations. 

Students are eligible for the full physical grant in case of online activities during the pandemic situation, 
provided that the physical mobility is realized (the student actually travelled to Hungary), but the 
activities can be carried out only or partly online due to restrictions arising from the epidemic situation. 

If the circumstances justify, the exchange type can be modified upon approval of National CEEPUS 
Office Hungary (NCO-HU), based on the prior confirmation of the host university. Please consult your 
host institution if the exchange type needs to be modified and inform NCO-HU at ceepus@tpf.hu, as 
well. 

Who is eligible to implement virtual or hybrid exchange? 

 All applicants who have already submitted an application to Hungary for the academic year 
2021/2022 (in any status; if necessary, mobilities can be rescheduled) and new applications 
are also welcome. 

 Students in all mobility types (Student, Short Term Student or Short Term Excursion) 
 Teachers (with min. 6 hours teaching/supervising activity) 
 Both for network and Freemover mobilities 

What can I do if I have an application that I could not realize (in any status)? 

Please consult your host institution about the exchange type and the mobility period. If either of them 
needs to be modified, please inform NCO-HU at ceepus@tpf.hu, as well. 

What is the deadline for new applications for the winter semester of 2021/2022? 

CEEPUS network mobilities:15 July 2021 

Freemover mobilities: 30 November 2021 

https://tka.hu/new/14505/latest-regulations-in-hungary-for-outgoing-and-incoming-ceepus-scholarship-holders
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How can I submit a new application? 

Please consult your host institution about the exchange type and the tendered mobility period before 
you start filling in the application form at www.ceepus.info. The exchange type has to be selected in 
the appropriate part of the application form (see figure). If the exchange type or the mobility period 
need to be modified during the academic year, please inform NCO-HU at ceepus@tpf.hu. 

 

What is the deadline to implement the mobility? 

Physical mobilities can be implemented until 31 August 2022, virtual mobilities can be implemented 
until 31 January 2022. Please consult your host institution if the mobility period needs to be modified 
and inform NCO-HU at ceepus@tpf.hu. 

What scholarship rates are there in the different exchange types? 

Monthly rates can be found on the central CEEPUS website. 

How will I get my scholarship in the case of virtual exchange? 

The scholarship will be paid by the host institution via bank transfer. Please consult your bank in 
advance if you can receive transfers in HUF (if not, then in EUR) and if any other conditions (e.g. 
certificates) are required on your side to receive the foreign transfer. 

What is the procedure to complete the mobility? 

In any exchange type, at the end of your mobility you have to submit your online Mobility Report and 
gain the Letter of Confirmation on the central website. 

The Letter of Confirmation automatically offers the fields to be filled in according to the exchange type, 
separating the physical and virtual exchange period, if relevant. Please fill in all the relevant data. 

For teachers min. 6 hours teaching/supervising activity is obligatory in all exchange types. Please 
indicate the number of hours (and preferably the topics) in the Letter of Confirmation. 

For more information about the application procedure please visit our website. 

http://www.ceepus.info/
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